Evaluating visual outcomes using optical coherence tomography (OCT) in pediatric multiple sclerosis and other neuroinflammatory conditions
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Abstract: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a technology that is widely used to assess structural abnormalities in the retina for a variety of pediatric conditions. The introduction of this instrument has allowed for widespread access to minimally invasive standardized, reproducible quantified structural assessments of the optic nerve and retina. This has had important implications in pediatric optic neuropathies, populations in whom monitoring of disease activity is essential to making treatment decisions. OCT has had particular relevance for inflammatory optic neuropathies, as onset of an inflammatory optic neuropathy may herald the onset of a chronic inflammatory disorder of the central nervous system (CNS) such as multiple sclerosis, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (aquaporin 4 antibody positive), and myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) associated disorders. This paper will focus on the application of OCT technology to this group of disorders in pediatrics. After reviewing pediatric-specific anatomic and practical issues pertinent to OCT, we will review knowledge related to the use of OCT in inflammatory pediatric optic neuropathies, with a focus on structural outcomes and their correlation with functional outcome metrics.
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Background

While the use of optical coherence tomography (OCT) to generate cross sectional images of the retina was first reported in 1991, the first reports of OCT use in pediatric populations only emerged over a decade later (1). The delay in adoption of this technology in pediatrics stemmed primarily from challenges with cooperation leading to difficulty in achieving appropriate visual fixation in children, and differences between adults and children/infants in eye shape and refraction (2–4). Importantly, challenges with fixation and cooperation were addressed by the introduction, in the mid-to-late 2000s, of high speed spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) and the subsequent development of hand-held OCT (HH-OCT), which led to increased access to this technology for pediatric populations (5–8).

Since then, OCT-related knowledge in pediatric populations has increased rapidly, as has knowledge related to pediatric specific norms. OCT studies of visual pathway disorders of childhood have included investigations of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) (9), diagnosis and
monitoring of retinal dystrophies, retinal dysplasia and infantile nystagmus (10,11), ocular tumors (12,13), and optic nerve pathologies (14). OCT measures have also been used as surrogate markers for systemic disease in children, including chronic kidney disease (15) and congenital adrenal hyperplasia (16). The technology has been used widely to evaluate and follow idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) manifestations in children (14,17).

Importantly, this technology has allowed for widespread access to minimally invasive standardized, reproducible quantified structural assessments of the optic nerve and retina. This has had important implications in pediatric optic neuropathies, patients in whom monitoring of disease activity is essential to making treatment decisions. OCT has had particular relevance for inflammatory optic neuropathies, as onset of an inflammatory optic neuropathy may herald the onset of a chronic inflammatory disorder of the central nervous system (CNS), such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and myelin oligodendroglycoprotein (MOG) or aquaporin 4 (AQP4) antibody associated neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD). Specifically, diagnosis and follow up of these CNS inflammatory disorders can be aided by this tool. After reviewing pediatric-specific anatomic and practical issues pertinent to OCT, we will review knowledge related to the use of OCT in inflammatory pediatric optic neuropathies. As our focus will be exclusively on inflammatory optic neuropathies, we refer readers to other excellent publications reviewing its use for non-inflammatory optic neuropathies, retinal and other pediatric indications for information on other uses of OCT in children (18-23).

**Pediatric specific OCT issues**

*Anatomical and developmental issues*

The pediatric eye is distinguished from the adult eye by developmental changes that occur with age. These differences must be accounted for when interpreting results of OCT imaging of the eye. Gordon *et al.* (2) demonstrated that infants up to 6 months of age have greater corneal curvature than older age groups, and that between infancy and childhood, the axial length of the globe increases in a non-linear fashion by approximately 7 mm. The greatest increase occurs in the first 2–3 years of life, growing at a rate of about 1 mm/year. This is followed by the relatively slower pace of 0.4 mm/year until 5–6 years of age, and by about 0.2 mm/year up until age 10, beyond which no significant changes are noted.

Given the knowledge about the relationship between axial length and OCT measures, it follows that changes in axial length through childhood may affect retinal measurements using OCT. In studies of healthy adults, axial length showed a significant inverse correlation with retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) (24,25). Using time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) Budenz *et al.* (24,25) demonstrated that RNFL thickness decreases with increasing age as well as with increasing axial length in healthy adults between 18–85 years of age. The authors showed that a 1-mm increase in axial length corresponded to a 2.2-micron (95% CI, 1.1–3.4 micron) decrease in RNFL thickness. This finding was later reproduced by Bendschneider *et al.* (24) using SD-OCT, who demonstrated a 4.79-micron decrease in RNFL thickness with every 1-mm increase in axial length. Furthermore, these authors found that each decade increase in age correlated with a 2 micron (95% CI, 1.2–2.8) decrease in RNFL thickness (24,25). However, studies evaluating the relationship between axial length and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT) in pediatric populations have shown inconsistent results. Pan *et al.* (26) showed an inverse correlation between axial length and RNFL thickness in multivariate analysis (n=1,063), while Matalia *et al.* (27) found that only foveal thickness increased significantly with age and myopia in children older than 5 years (n=113). This may be due to the differences in sample sizes or differences in methodologies used: while SD-OCT was used by both groups Matalia used RTVue Premier while Pan *et al.* used IOLMaster (26,27).

Average RNFLT has also been shown to be significantly lower with an accompanying propensity for lower retinal ganglion cell layer (GCL) thickness in obese children compared to a healthy control population (28). Overall these results suggest a correlation between retinal thickness, axial length of the eye, and body mass index, and emphasize the need to consider multiple factors including age, axial length, degree and type of refraction errors and body mass index when interpreting OCT results.

*Technical issues*

OCT imaging of the pediatric eye using a tabletop machine can be challenging, as it requires patients to sit still, fixate and cooperate with instructions. Due to size considerations, younger children often have difficulty with keeping their heads against the forehead strap and chin rest on the tabletop machine. In addition, fixating on an internal or external target may be difficult for younger...
children. Early OCT modalities using time-domain (TD) technology entailed sequential scanning that required longer image acquisition times, but the development of SD-OCT in 2003 enabled much faster image acquisition via simultaneous scanning. The signal to noise ratio was improved by several hundred-fold in SD compared to TD (8), resulting in an increase in image acquisition speed from 2 A scans per second with TD to several million A scans per second with SD (29). Faster image acquisition has resulted in less motion artifact and an increase in sensitivity and reproducibility (8,30). The subsequent inclusion of eye-tracking technology improved image registration accuracy (31) with the potential to increase the technique’s use in younger children, in patients with intellectual disabilities, and in patients with nystagmus.

**Hand-held SD-OCT**

The table-top OCT design has many limitations for younger and disabled patients, particularly those who cannot sit in an upright position or cannot cooperate with the examination for other reasons. HH-OCT addresses these limitations (Figure 1). In the mid-to-late 2000s, several reports described modifications to table-top machines in response to these limitations and provided proof of principle that OCT images could be acquired using a portable, hand-held machine (32-35). In one case, to address an unmet need to identify progression to retinal detachment in ROP despite treatment, Patel attempted to use a portable OCT in an infant to stage the child’s ROP (32). In another instance, in 2005, Joshi and colleagues (33) modified a table-top OCT machine, placing it next to patients on the operating table with the goal of identifying subclinical changes predictive of long-term visual outcomes after vitrectomy in stage 4a ROP. In 2008, Gerth et al. (34) used SD-OCT with its sample arm replaced by a hand-held scanner developed by Bioptigen (Bioptigen Inc., Durham, NC, USA) and used this for the first time in patients with Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (BBS) to characterize differences in retinal pathology in patients with two different underlying mutations. In addition to demonstrating that the retinal pathology did not differ with the underlying genetic mutations in BBS patients, this study also showed that images of adequate quality could be obtained with HH-OCT despite poor cooperation or presence of nystagmus (34).

HH-OCT was later tested in a cohort of younger children aged 7 months to 9.9 years (n=30), of whom 10 were under 3.7 years of age. Sedation was needed only in the 10 younger patients (5). The authors were able to localize the macula via screening of the retina using the 6x6 mm volumetric scan mode on OCT, and found that macular localization was easier in conscious children than sedated children. This was explained by the absence of simultaneous fundus photography, i.e., the use of scanning light only, which created a distraction in sedated children (5). HH-OCT has been studied in infants with Shaken Baby syndrome (35,36), ROP (9,37), nystagmus (11), in children with optic pathway gliomas (38,39) and healthy children (40-42). Overall, spectral-domain HH-OCT has proven very useful in resolving technical issues that limit pediatric use, therefore allowing for in vivo and awake imaging of younger children.

**OCT: normative data in pediatric patients**

Given the anatomic and developmental differences noted above, it is clear that separate norms that take account of developmental trajectories in children must accompany use of OCT in pediatrics. Average RNFLT is likely higher in youth than adults. Yanni et al. (43) described retinal layer measurements in children using the Spectralis SD-OCT in a North American population of healthy children (n=83). This group found average RNFLT to be 107.6 microns [standard error of the mean (SEM) 1.2], total retinal foveal thickness to be 219.6 microns (SEM 1.7), and central macular subfield to be 271.2 microns (SEM 2.0) for...
children between 5–15 years. RNFLT did not differ based on age, sex or ethnicity in this cohort (43). These results were comparable to earlier reports in healthy Turkish and Taiwanese children (44,45), and to results from a healthy comparison cohort in a pediatric demyelinating disorders study (46). Importantly, these values were higher than the RNFL values reported in healthy adults (97.2±9.7 microns) using the same modality (24). The differences between the adult and pediatric studies may represent age-related decrease in RNFLT shown in adults: researchers have demonstrated RNFLT decreases of 1.90 microns per decade in an adult cohort of 170 healthy individuals aged between 20 to 78 years (24). However, it is not known when age-related decline in RNFLT actually starts as studies including healthy individuals across the continuum of age have not been published.

Evaluation of RNFLT by quadrant in children demonstrates patterns similar to the double-hump pattern (greater RNFLT in the superior and inferior quadrants followed by nasal and temporal quadrants) reported in adult cohorts (24,25,47). Three studies showed this pattern in children, with lower RNFLT in the temporal (range, 74–76 microns) and nasal quadrants (range, 71–85 microns) compared to the temporal superior (range, 138–145 microns), temporal inferior (range, 144–147 microns), nasal superior (range, 102–116 microns), and nasal inferior quadrants (range, 106–125 microns) (24,25,47). Matalia et al. (27) showed that the same pattern could be observed also in mean total retinal thickness (temporal 254±4.03 microns, nasal 264±4.04 microns, superior 268±2.26 microns, inferior 287±4.37 microns) and choroid thickness (temporal 307±4.56 microns, nasal 286±3.51 microns, superior 319±4.68 microns, inferior 320±4.74 microns).

On the other hand, in children, macular thickness shows dynamic changes through time, including significant linear increases until age 15 and reductions subsequent to this (43,48). Yanni et al. (43) demonstrated that central macular thickness measured 10 microns greater in children aged between 11–15 years compared children aged between 5–7 years (P=0.032). In another study which included older children, Matalia et al. (27) grouped healthy children in three age groups as 5–11 years (number of eyes 44), 12–14 years (number of eyes 36) and 15–17 years (number of eyes 33) and found average foveal thickness to be 209.82, 207.94 and 202.95 microns, respectively. In addition, macular thickness has been reported to decrease with increasing age in adults aged between 17–83 years (r=−0.227, P=0.002) (49). Central macular thickness may be slightly greater in boys compared to girls, although the difference has not persistently been shown to be significant across studies (43,48,50).

Studies published thus far have shown no gender differences in peripapillary RNFL in children (43). Ethnic background/race may have relevance to RNFL: in one study, non-Hispanic white children were found to have lower (105.3±1.4 microns) RNFL thickness compared to children of other backgrounds including Black, Hispanic, Asian and Mixed (112.9±2.0 microns) (43).

**Applications of OCT to optic nerve pathology in neuroinflammatory conditions**

**Differentiation of inflammatory optic neuropathies from traumatic and other optic neuropathies using OCT**

OCT is now widely used in pediatric populations to evaluate optic nerve pathology and may allow for the differentiation of inflammatory from other etiologies of optic neuropathy. Traumatic optic neuropathy, for example, may mimic inflammatory optic neuritis (ON) clinically with a positive relative afferent pupillary defect (RAPD), impairment of color vision and visual field defects (51-53), but history should distinguish the two if direct trauma is involved. However, in some cases indirect traumatic optic neuropathy may result from a minor, seemingly inconsequential blow, and, as such, differentiating the two may be difficult (Figure 2). OCT can help differentiate the two in some cases by showing posterior vitreous separation in traumatic optic neuropathies (36). The most distinct finding early after indirect traumatic optic neuropathy, however, is reduction in ganglion cell inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) thickness measurements (54).

**Optic neuropathies related to inflammatory disorders of the CNS**

Acquired demyelinating syndromes (ADS) of the CNS occur in approximately 1/100,000 people, of whom about 1/5 will eventually have the diagnosis of MS. Over 1/3 of youth with ADS will experience ON, and evidence of optic nerve involvement may occur in almost all youth with MS. OCT technology has led to marked increases in knowledge around visual pathway involvement in these children.

**Acute ON**

Acute inflammatory ON can be seen as an isolated phenomenon or in relation to known demyelinating
Figure 2 Traumatic optic neuropathy may mimic inflammatory optic neuritis clinically. OCT can help differentiate the two with demonstration of early GCIPL thinning. This figure illustrates (A) OCT in a child with indirect traumatic optic neuropathy, performed 3 weeks after presentation showing reduced GCIPL OS. The child experienced minor head trauma which was followed by unilateral visual loss. (B,C) RNFL is relatively symmetric at this point, although temporal asymmetry is present. OCT, optical coherence tomography; GCIPL, ganglion cell inner plexiform layer; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer.
syndromes including MS, anti-MOG associated demyelination, or NMOSD with or without AQP4 antibodies. The incidence of acute ON in the pediatric population is 1–3 per 100,000 population (55,56). ON presents with painful eye movements with or without accompanying headache, blurry vision with one or both of the eyes, and/or visual field deficits. Examination reveals varying degrees of functional impairment including loss of visual acuity (VA), color desaturation, and/or central scotomas, with visual loss occurring over hours to days with a nadir within days of onset. ON is monophasic in nearly 60% of children (57). Notably, pediatric ON is characterized by a high rate of bilateral involvement in youth under 10 (72%), with unilateral presentation predominating on youth over 10 years of age (58).

OCT studies in the acute phase of pediatric ON have demonstrated significant differences in RNFL and GCIPL thicknesses in patients in comparison to healthy subjects. In one longitudinal study of acute ON which included adults and pediatric patients, GCIPL thickness was found to decline rapidly from a baseline of 80.4±4.9 microns within 1 month (69±7.3 microns), stabilizing 2 months later (63.6±8.7 microns) (59). VA reached a nadir at baseline (−1.29±0.96 LogMAR) and improved gradually to reach a plateau (−0.18±0.19) at 2 months (59). These findings suggest a rapid and permanent loss of ganglion cells in the acute phase correlating in severity with the speed of decline. However, this study had important limitations including a mixed cohort of pediatric and adult patients (ages 8–78 years), irregular timing of follow up assessments, lack of low-contrast letter acuity (LCLA) assessments that have been shown to better capture visual impairment in pediatric ON (60), and a lack of RNFL measurements preventing the authors from commenting on the effect of acute inflammatory edema on GCIPL.

GCL thinning in affected and fellow eyes in the acute phase of ON has been shown in another study: Wilbur et al. (61) described GCL/inner plexiform layer (IPL) thinning in a cohort which included children with monophasic acute demyelinating disorders and MS. This study was limited, however, by heterogeneity of the monophasic ON group and absence of longitudinal follow-up.

OCT outside of the acute period in chronic demyelinating conditions: MS, NMOSD, MOG related disease

Mixed populations: youth with demyelination

In a cross-sectional study of a pediatric demyelinating cohort which comprised of MS (40%), acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), ON, non-ON demyelination patients and healthy children, Yeh et al. (62) showed that both RNFL and GCIPL thicknesses were decreased in youth with demyelination compared to healthy youth. Mean RNFLT was 76.4 microns (3.67) in compared to 102.4 microns (2.11) in controls (P<0.0001). Mean GCL was 68.0 microns (2.21) in the demyelinating group compared to 84.8 microns (1.18) in the control group (P<0.0001). Significant differences in RNFL in groups with 0, 1 and >1 episode of ON were present, but these dramatic decreases were not seen in the GCIPL (62).

This group also demonstrated that RNFL measurements differed between different demyelinating subtypes (46). Average global RNFLT was 89±12 microns in the isolated-ON group, 83±12 microns in the MS group, 67±17 microns in ADEM/TM group and 50±2 microns in chronic relapsing inflammatory optic neuropathy (CRION) group, suggesting varying degrees of axonal injury in different disease phenotypes. However, this study was limited by absence of control for the number of relapses and small cohort size. There were only two patients in the CRION group which had a relapse rate of 100% while the relapse rate was only 20% in ADEM/transverse myelitis (TM) group.

Pediatric onset MS

Pediatric MS is a demyelinating disorder of the CNS which comprises up to 10% of all cases of MS, with a relapsing course in almost all children (63,64). Up to 40% of children presenting with an initial episode of ON eventually develop MS (65-67). As noted above, OCT studies have demonstrated distinctive patterns of RNFL and GCIPL thinning in youth with demyelination (46,61,62). Similar to adults with MS, pediatric onset MS patients have lower RNFLT compared to healthy controls. Average global RNFLT ranges between 82–103 microns, and average temporal RNFLT ranges between 58–60 in pediatric MS cohorts (46,60,68,69). Both RNFLT and GCIPL are lower in MS patients with history of clinical episodes of ON (RNFLT range, 75–86 microns, GCIPL 68.4 microns) and in patients with no clinical history of ON (RNFLT range, 95–109 microns, GCIPL 83.4 microns) compared to healthy controls (RNFLT range, 109–98 microns, GCIPL 90 microns) (46,60,68-70). Only one study has reported absence of RNFL thinning in children with MS with no history of ON (60). In addition to RNFLT (109 [11] vs. 109 [9] microns in ON-negative MS and healthy control eyes, respectively), functional visual
metrics including high-contrast letter acuity (HCLA) [62 [6] vs. 64 [4] in ON-negative MS and healthy control eyes, respectively), LCVA [31 [8] vs. 33 [8] in ON-negative MS and healthy control eyes, respectively], and Pelli-Robson log score [1.66 [0.09] vs. 1.64 [0.06] in ON-negative MS and healthy control eyes, respectively] were found to be similar between ON-negative MS patients and healthy controls. RNFL thinning correlated with 1.25% LCLA measurements in patients with history of ON demonstrating persistent functional abnormalities after ON in MS (60).

Sex differences in RNFL thickness may exist in youth with MS. In a pediatric MS cohort of 53 patients, Graves et al. (69), demonstrated that boys had a 9.4 microns lower global RNFLT in comparison to girls (P=0.022), while there were no sex-related differences in GCIPL. Whether this finding is due to greater retinal axonal injury in boys and better recovery in girls, or larger macular volumes in boys which compensate for the GCIPL measurements remains to be addressed in prospective longitudinal studies.

Investigation of macular volume in pediatric MS cohorts showed that macular volume is lower in the affected as well as the unaffected eyes of pediatric MS patients (46,68). This finding was also seen in children with other forms of CNS demyelination including ADEM/TM and CRION with lower values in their affected eyes. Yilmaz et al. (68), noted that macular volume was lower at 6 months (6.30 mm³) and more so at 12 months (6.09 mm³) of follow-up compared to baseline (6.46 mm³) in pediatric MS patients and healthy controls (6.91 mm³) (68).

In the cross-sectional study noted above, Graves et al. (69) studied pediatric MS patients (n=53) in comparison to healthy controls (n=19) and found that lower total macular volume and RNFLT were associated with longer disease duration. Furthermore, this group found RNFLT in MS patients with no clinical ON events to be significantly different from a healthy control population, suggesting subclinical degeneration in afferent visual pathways (46).

Other studies have shown reduction in GCIPL beyond 6 months of onset in MS, suggesting progressive ganglion cell loss in this population (62,69). Structural OCT measurements have also been investigated in relation to cognitive impairment and markers of subclinical disease progression in MS in various reports. In a pediatric cohort of 20 pediatric MS patients and 22 healthy controls, Datta et al. (71) found no relationship between RNFL and GCIPL thickness and global and visual cortex cortical mantle thickness using 3T MRI.

**NMOSD/AQP-4 disease**

NMOSD is a clinical syndrome characterized by optic nerve and spinal cord involvement, which is associated with antibodies to AQP4. ON is seen in about 80% of children with AQP4+ NMOSD and is the incident neuroinflammatory episode in 50–75% (72,73). Studies in adults with NMOSD have demonstrated more severe GCL and RNFL thinning in a global rather than temporal pattern in NMOSD compared to MS patients (74,75). In pediatrics, OCT comparisons have been limited to antibody positive and seronegative ON. Global RNFLT ranged between 64–89 microns in AQP4 positive children (70,76).

Chen et al. (76) compared the clinical characteristics in MOG-positive, AQP4-positive and seronegative Asian children with NMOSD and found that the severity of axonal degeneration evidenced by RNFLT was similar in MOG (58.03±8.73 microns) and AQP4-positive patients (64.34±12.88 microns) and worse than in seronegative patients (78.12±13.34 microns). However, the groups were not balanced in terms of the number of clinical relapses; the seronegative group had a lower number of relapses compared to the other groups, potentially confounding the results. In a better-balanced cohort in terms of relapse rate Narayan et al. (77) found that median global RNFLT was 89 microns (range, 26–120 microns; IQR, 40 microns) in AQP4-positive children compared to 58 microns (range, 34–97 microns; IQR, 23 microns) in MOG-positive and 82.5 microns (range, 32–116 microns; IQR, 36 microns) in seronegative children. Similar to the other studies, Narayan et al. included only a limited number of AQP4+ patients (n=9) all with history of ON.

**MOG-related disease**

More recently, the NMOSD phenotype has been described in association with antibodies to MOG. The role of MOG in CNS demyelination has been studied extensively in the context of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) models, but it was not until recently that anti-MOG antibodies were accepted to be associated with clinical disease. ON associated with MOG antibodies has been reported in 27–47% of children with acute ON (57,78).

MOG-ON presents in younger children and is often bilateral. MRI of the brain frequently shows multifocal cortical and white matter lesions. Patients frequently respond rapidly to pulse steroid treatment with nearly complete functional recovery (76,78,79).

In a retrospective study of 36 pediatric NMOSD patients Narayan et al. (77) identified MOG antibodies in 19 patients, of whom 14 had at least one episode of ON.
Among these, the median RNFL T was 58 microns (range, 34–97 microns; IQR, 23 microns) in the affected eyes of MOG positive patients (number of eyes 23). RNFL T was lower in the eyes with no clinical events in MOG-positive patients (number of eyes 4) compared to the AQP4-positive and seronegative patients, suggesting subclinical involvement in these patients (77). However, this study was limited by both its cross-sectional design and the very low number of unaffected eyes studied. The authors also demonstrated that despite greater axonal injury, MOG positive patients had better functional outcomes. Sub-group analysis by RNFL T ranges demonstrated that in the lowest RNFL T ranges (<50 microns) MOG-positive patients had significantly better VA on 2.5% LCLA testing compared to the other patient groups (77).

In a similar study Eyre et al. (70) found that median RNFL T was 73 microns (54.1–84.2 microns) in the affected eyes of MOG-antibody positive children (number of eyes 29), while it was 78 microns (68.8–85.6 microns) in MS patients. RNFL T in eyes with at least one episode of ON was inversely correlated with the degree of visual impairment evaluated using logMAR high-contrast visual acuity (HCVA); however, overall there was no correlation between the number of ON episodes and the RNFL thickness or the degree of functional impairment (logMAR HCVA). Longitudinal observations were performed in a very small subgroup of nine patients (9 MOG-ON and 6 MS-ON eyes) that showed no significant decline in mean RNFL T over a median interval of 23 months. In particular, change in mean RNFL T from baseline was -4.4 (6.9) microns in ON-positive eyes of MOG positive patients and -0.83 (3) microns in ON-positive eyes of MS patients (70). Based on these, authors suggested that the first ON episode might be responsible for the degree of permanent injury rather than the accumulating effect of subsequent episodes; however, they did not account for the number of relapses in each group. Furthermore, the MOG antibody positive ON and MS groups were unbalanced in terms of the number of relapses in the large group comparisons.
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